SAFETY INSTRUCTION

ITALY

Rechargeable
USB Juicer Blender
隨身USB充電式果汁攪拌機
Model No./型號: GRB350F

Before using your product for first time, please read this instruction manual.
在使用本產品前，請仔細閲讀本說明書并保存好。

Attention! When using electric tools, basic safety precautions should be followed to reduce the risk of
fire, electric shock and personal injury, including the following:
Read all these instructions before operating this product and keep these instructions for future reference.
1. Read and save these instruction.
2. Check the voltage indicated on the rating plate. This juicer is designed for DC 5V/1A electric supply.
3. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.
4. The appliance is only to be used with the power supply : 5V/ 2A provided with the appliance.
5. Incorrect operation and improper handling can lead to faults on the appliance and injuries to the user
6. In the event of improper use or incorrect handling, no liability can be accepted for any damage that
may occur.
7. Do not operate the appliance if the mains cable or the mains plug show signs of damage, if the
appliance has fallen on the floor or has been otherwise damaged. In such cases take the appliance
to a specialist for checking and repair if necessary.
8. Never remove the mains adapter & USB outlet from the socket by pulling on the mains cable, or with
wet hands.
9. Ensure that the mains cable does not hang over sharp edges or allow it to become trapped.
10. Keep the appliance away from damp, and protect from splashes.
11. Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach of children less than 8 years.
12. Use the appliance on a flat, dry and heat resistance surface.
13. Do not operate the juicer in an area where gasoline painting or such flammable liquids is used or
stocked.
14.Do not let hand or other objects put into the bottle when operation the juicer. They could be hurt your
finger/hand to causing damage or injuries.
15. Do not use this juicer in a damp area such as bathroom.
16. Do not use this juicer near a window.
17. Use this juicer only as it is describe in this manual.
18. Do not try to disassemble this juicer and fix it by user, If you need maintenance, please send back
the juicer to our After-sales Service Center.
19. All components of this juicer must not be replaced by the user.
20. Turns on the machine without fruits / liquid will stop in 5 seconds , the longest juicer time per cycle is
45 seconds, will stops automatic , the spot flashing. Please reset the switch before switching on. Do
not continuously squeeze juice to avoid the electronic original load too large and hot, affecting the life
of the product.
21. When the juicer battery consumption is insufficient, plug in the charging cable with the adapter /
current of more than 5V / 1A (this accessory is not supplied), and use the attached USB charging
cable for charging. After full charging , the juicer will working and can be used.
22. The longer the battery is used or placed, the shorter the battery discharge time.
23. During normal use, the motor is locked when the pulp is too large to cause it to stop. The line
protection program is turned on and the indicator will flashing and automatically disconnected. After
the switch is disconnected, the indicator will stop flashing and double-click the On / Off Button to run
again.
24. Do not put any parts of this product into various cleaning equipment such as dish washing machine.
25. Do not use steel ball, abrasive detergent or saprophyte liquid to clean this product.
26. This juicer, should not twist meat, grinding other strong fruit (Such as : Nuts, Chinese medicine,
coffee bean ).
27. When the juicer is working, it is strictly forbidden to open the upper cover and put the hands or other
hard objects into the bottle to prevent accidents.
28. To make baby food, you can put cooked fruits, vegetables,beans and other ingredients into
bottle,then add water or milk, and release to make nutritious rice paste and other supplementary
food.
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WARING
● This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced
physical, ensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been given
supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards
involved.
● Children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by
children without supervision
● There are no serviceable parts in this unit. Do not attempt to disassemble.
● Never use this juicer with any solid-state speed control device. Doing so will create fire and/or shock
hazards.
● Not allow Children/Baby to put finger inside the juicer bottle or stirrer to avoid injury/danger.
Model

On / Off Button

Indicator light

Type-C port

GRB350F
Hold the On / Off Button 2-3 Seconds to start operation for up to 45
seconds. The indicator turns to blue during operation. Continuous juicing
will cause excessive heating of electronic components and affect the
service life of the machine. It is recommended to operation every time for
rest about 1 minute.
Standby mode, the indicator shows blue flashing, after lock the cup in tight
position, the indicator turns to blue during operation. Full charging indicator
shows blue color. If the red indicator light is flashing, it means the protection
alert is ON and the machine cannot be operated, it needs to twist the battle
tightly to the base as Standby mode. The red and blue indicator lights flash
alternately to indicate the blade is blocked as alert signal.Open the bottle
and clear the stuck food on the cutting blade, then the alert signal can be
released If the red light is always ON, it means insufficient voltage need to
recharge the unit.
USB charging port, insert the end of USB port to the port of base, then
connect the USB pin to the suitable power plug ( DC 5V/1A this part is
excluded) for charging

Power Supply

DC 5V

Input (Micro)

1A

Charging Time
Charging Indicator
Weight
Product Dimensions
Battery capacity
Motor speed

About 3 hours under no battery use condition ( with DC5V - 1A)
( power adapter not include this part in package)
Indicator light will be red when charging,
Indicator light will be blue when fully charged.
430g (including bottle)
74 Wx200 Hx74 D mm (With plastic bottle)
2 000mAh Li-battery
14500-15500 r/min

APPLIANCE COMPONENTS

1. Juicing Cup
2. Mixing knife
3. Base
4. On/Off button
5. Indicator light
6. USB charging cable ( not
include power plug )
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Remark: The product picture is for reference only.

HOW TO USE
Caution :
· Clean all parts in direct contact with the food materials first.
· The temperature of food and liquid should not exceed 60C; the capacity
should not exceed the maximum .
· When mixing, please make sure that the silicone rim is installed in position
Counterclockwise
and tighten the juicing cup Counter clockwise.
· Empty operation is prohibited to avoid parts damage or affect service life.
· It is forbidden to blend dry goods and blend hard Chinese medicinal
materials (such as stone swallow, stone lotus seed, etc.)
· Do not mix carbonated drinks and soda water.
figure 1
The bottle install and twist tightly on the unit base to avoid water leakage
during operation.
Before use of the juicer, make sure that the battery is fully charged and
clean.
Counter clockwise the bottle.
1.Wash the fruit and cut it into about 10x 10 x 10 mm cubes . A fruit with a
core, hard material, thick-skinned or hard shell which can not be blended,
please remove it first. (figure 1)
2. Add the cut fruit, accounting for 40% of the cup capacity. After adding
water, The total amount is about 80% of the capacity of the cup (350 ml).
(figure 2)

figure 2

Clockwise

3. Juicer only will work after the bottle is fixed on the base tightly,screw the
bottle cup and lock in position,Juicer only will work with Hold the On / Off
Button 2-3 Seconds and the blue light flashes to start operation.(figure 3)

figure 3
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4. Use it for horizontal position as image , Hold the On / Off Button 2-3 Seconds to
operate, hold it by hand or place it on the horizontal table surface and hold the
product stable. The fruit for apple, pear,citrus, etc. will blend for about 45
seconds. Shake the product lightly at work, the juice effect is better. (figure 4)
5. After the juice is done, turn off the power switch, shake horizontaly or tilt the unit
to avoid blades getting stuck during opening. If there is more fruit dregs, please
use filter before drinking. (figure 5)

NOTE

figure 4

figure 5

Indicator status description
1. After the juicing cup is tightened to the base, the blue indicator flashes 5 times without operation.
2. After the juicing cup is tightened to the base, when the switch is pressed for 2 seconds, the blue
indicator flashes for 3 times, and the blue indicator lights up when the machine works until the process
is finished.
3. After taking out the juicing cup, the red indicator light flashes 5 times.
4. When the charging cable is plugged in for charging, the red light is always on; Charging is complete,
and the blue light is always on.
5. When charging, press and hold the switch for a long time, indicating that it cannot be started.
6. When the added water is lower than the blade height, start the automatic shutdown protection for 5
seconds, and the red light flashes 3 times.

1. When the battery is exhausted, the juicer will automatically turn off to protect the equipment.
2. The battery is not detachable. Please do not squeeze or remove the battery. This may lead to
environmental pollution or even explosion.
3. When the ambient temperature exceeds 50°C / 140°F, it is strictly prohibited to use the fan.
4. Before seasonal storage, please charge the battery to 75% at least and suggest to charge the
battery once in every 2 months in order to prolong the service life. .
5. If the juicer stops working in long time, please keep charging the battery fully charged.
6. If you put the product in a wet place, its life will be shortened.
7. For your safety, please do not put your fingers or any foreign matters into the cutting blades , juicer
cup or USB charging port.
8. Bottle capacity is 350ml, and the maximum capacity is recommended not to exceed 350ml when
releasing food materials.
9. When the machine is working, do not open the bottle to add ingredients or extend your hand into
the bottle.
10 .May get dyeing on the silicone rim for discolouring fruits. Pay attention and do not touch the blades
when bottle is detached.
11. Open the silicone cover with care at lack for charging to avoid damage.
12. Do not splash or rinse water on silicone cover/USB port at the back.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX
Juicer base with blades
Bottle
USB charging cable
User manual
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Suggested to user
1. Juicer will stop automatically after 45 seconds of operation. If you need to blend more finely, you can
press the On / Off button for 2-3 seconds to continue blend again.
2. To stop blending, hold the On / Off button 2-3 seconds to stop the operation.
3. If the blade is blocked or stuck during the use of the product, clean the whole machine upside down to
ensure that the mixing blade is not blocked by food and restart.
4. It is forbidden to store alcohol containing liquid into the juicing cup of
this product , and it is forbidden to contain alcohol containing
materials or edible alcohol.

Charging
Available with power bank or product adapter 5V / 1A to charging
this product.. (this accessory is not supplied)
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HOW TO CLEAN

挿嫳⳻⋚´楷

1. Must be turn off the Juicer before cleaning. Do not press / touch with the On / Off button. Close the
USB port cover tightly before cleaning.
2. After use every time, please clean in time, do not immerse the juicer base into water when cleaning ,
the power supply must be cut off first. After clean the whole product, wipe clean with a dry cloth.
3. All parts should not be cleaned with hot water up to 60°C or prohibited to place in a high-temperature
sterilizer. Use warm water with a proper amount of detergent Wash with a brush and rinse under tap
water.
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Remove and clean with the following steps:

MULTIPLE CIRCUIT PROTECION
● Over-charge protection: When voltage reaches 4.2V, it will automatically stop charging and
prevents the damage caused by the over charging of the battery.
● Over-discharge protection: When the battery is depleted. This product will automatically stop .
● Over-voltage protection: When the external charging voltage is higher than 4.2V, it will automatically stop charging.
This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed
with other household wastes.
To prevent possible harm to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste
disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources.
To return your used device, please use the return and collection systems or contact the
retailer where the product was purchased. They can take this product for environmental
safe recycling.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
Model: GRB350F
Working Voltage: DC5V/1A
Power: 35W
Battery capacity: 2000mAh Li-battery
Maximum capacity: 350ml bottle
Product size: 74 Wx200 Hx74 D mm ( With plastic bottle )
* The final product specification may be varied according to a different lot of material and actual input
voltage power lf the usage area.
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捁䟶 ҡ 㵝ⒹҢҾҡ⢈῾Ң

⢈῾
槬㞴捏

㏼㯑〙ↄ㚰Ѭ楸㞴捏㜽悻婏⢚㬚㶳㯑ὼѬ㏼㬚㶳㣡㙢似⎢₿ Ѹ
㑹䪬䌺圿䌺曵䍿Ҿ乷古曵䍿姚䪬㢜㙢⎢₿Ҿҡ⢈ύҢ
⢈ύ
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㹚㊁´楷

 䚚㢞䚔☳㞴Ѭ⊺⣴䡦㢞䚔☳⋿曩㑻曽李 䭄⛑⑇Ѭヷ㚜㐾
㳕⾪ヾѬ䚚㎽㕓䚚㎈㚰僠⢚㶦㦾棔ὼᾆ㏨䯛䚔☳⽗Ҿ
㚜㐾懀䭽ᾟ╡㑱廩㖈ὲ㖈㚜㐾㡦⢹⑭Ҿҡ⢈⡍Ң
⢈⡍

 㚜㐾仂㣑ヾѬ⋿㏼㬚㶳㯑ↄ䰽Ѭ慸㞴捏㙢曽㯑〙Ҿ╡䡦㔗橤䚚
㎈ↄ⋗⋨⁈⟚Ҿҡ⢈ Ң

⢈ 
㑹䪬䌺䐲㊽尜㞀
 㬚㶳㣡㙢似⎢㯑〙ヾѬ䊓㘿ώѬ圿古㑹䪬䌺曵䍿  㲓Ҿ
 㬚㶳㣡㙢似⎢㯑〙ヾѬ曩㑻曽李  䭄㞴Ѭ圿古㑹䪬䌺曵䍿  㲓Ѭ㯑⟚憤妾⽗㞴圿
古㑹䪬䌺曩†Ѭ䡦卥⽗仂㣑Ҿ
 ╈⍬㬚㶳㣡ヾѬ乷古㑹䪬䌺曵䍿  㲓Ҿ
 㕄ὼ⊷桭佌⊷桭㞴Ѭ乷䌺曩† Ѹ ⊷桭⳾㎂Ѭ圿䌺曩†Ҿ
 ⊷桭㞴Ѭ曩㑻曽李乷䌺曩†㕂䪬╡⛑⑇Ҿ
 ␒㶦捁⃀㜮⍲䎹汊〘㞴Ѭ⛑⑇⽗  䭄卜⑇⇎㯑⅏峩Ѭ乷䌺曵䍿  㲓Ҿ

㾛欚㕂䪬 Ѩ

㛦㯑憽妾䭄ヾ卜⑇⇎㳔Ѭ⫴桲⋿㚜㐾ㄉ㡦亢匛Ѭ╡⋿㲓曩㑻䭄曽李修俾㚜㏅Ҿ
⫴桲⇎㳔㚜㏅Ѭ╡✠㘼曽李⇎㳔憽妾Ҿ
呗䚔☳䚚懀䭽ᾟ⍬䕰⦧⍲㎈ⓓ㳭䕰巓Ѭ尽㛦㯑ↄ䰽䨬⅏㚜㐾⍲㸄㡻娝橑䏛⦧Ѭ
挿㜢⛑⑇ⓥ╡Ҿ
 㢞䚔☳⟚⋙䫳㳔Ⳋ㚰㡻Ή拹㎂⍸䟶㼤汆Ѭ┼䫳㳔䡍婏▝拄丰䟶橤㜋㎈橑䚚拄丰Ҿ

䛨桭䀂冉䡓㞴Ѭ㬚㶳㯑㡵卜⑇李曻Ѭ⁗⅏峩実∋Ҿ
桭㷒㞡╡㐸⓪䟶Ѭ尽⑱㙒⩅㎈㐸⓪桭㷒Ҿ憋╡副㡵ⶀ卦䘢⧵㷓㥅䚌卥䍸䈪Ҿ
䛨䘢⧵䀝〘廷懀 r&r) 㞴Ѭ⠦䫳䚚㬚㶳㯑һ
⢚ⳕ䴲㆙Ⳋ⊤⎿Ѭ尽卥ⶃ桭㷒⊷桭卥  ᾘぬ峢㵁  ⅽ㡺⊷桭ὲ㲓Ѭ⁗と曩桭㷒
䚚⩯◯Ҿ
⫴㤎㬚㶳㯑曩㞴朅⇎㳔⽗Ѭ尽⅏㑳桭㷒⊷䁱桭Ҿ
⫴㤎⃒㏼䚕☳㚰⢚䃠䅇䟶⢢㜫Ѭ䟶⩯◯㡵侠䥟Ҿ
 䎤Ὸ㈚䟶⳻⋚Ѭ尽嫳㎽㑹㎈䛢䏛㚰⋗⍲䎹һ㚜㐾㣡⋙㎈ 86% ⊷桭╕Ҿ
䙨思㡲⪙捁䎤㵝ⒹѬぬ峢㚰⋗橑㣂㚜㏅㞴嫳廷懀㵝ⒹҾ
㬚㶳㯑⽗㞴Ѭ嫳㏅曽䙨Ⳃ㽭␒抿㜋Ѭῑ嫳㏼㎽₪憤䙨Ⳃ挾Ҿ
⾨古㶦㤎╡副㡵ⶀ卦䥯匒⡺峼古Ҿ㐸⓪㣡Ⳃ㞴Ѭ㹚㊁嫳䨢⎢⍲䎹Ҿ
⊷桭㞴ⶁㄵ㏅曽䦷匒嘽Ѭ⁗⊿㕿⩐Ҿ
⍹⑱䚚㶦㸈㺉㎈䅬⢚㯑刾䟶䥯匒嘽86%⊷桭╕Ҿ

䚔☳⋙
⾨⍲䎹䟶㬚㶳㯑〇〙 ⅽ
⧃㜋㣡 ⅽ
86% ⊷桭佌  㨏
䚚㎪尜㞀㡪  㢞

㽷㺉㜫㹇
 䚚ヾ尽┼㞴㽷㺉Ѭᾭ㯑扚⍸⠦䫳䡦㔗㻪⋗㶦ᾟ㎈䚚㶦㸈㺉 Ѹ ⍲〙扚⍸╡䚚㽷㶦㑻
㚜㐾㘿㜫め憤妾㽷㺉Ҿ㙘㑟ᾭ㯑㞴Ѭㄷ楺⊺㜩桭䀂Ѭ䊨ヾ䚚⽵㙘㑟㽚 Ѫ 柖ᾭ
㯑扚⍸⪈Ѭ⋨扚⍸⢹╡㚰⋗㶦ᾟ㸈㺉Ҿ
 ╡㐸⓪扚⍸副䚚汊㜮 r& 䟶䌣㶦㽷㺉Ѭῑ副㚰⢚汊䀝䟶㻺㵄㥎ᾟѬ╡䚚䀝㶦␒
懛捁㽷䃆␃䚚⎩㽷㺉Ѭ䊨ヾ䚚㶦㸈㺉ⓥ╡Ҿ

⊷桭
╡䚚䭭⑇桭䀂㎈䚔☳慴抿⟚ҡ⑷▝㳖抿┼桲䈬
9$Ң付㢞䚔☳⊷桭Ҿ
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⪌挿桭彡⅏峩
懀⩅⅏峩 Ѫ 䛨✠䴲桭㷒桭⩅汊㜮 9 㡵卜⑇⇎㳔⊷桭Ѭ枤㳔桭㷒懀⊷憒㎂䟶㕿⩐Ҿ
懀㚰⅏峩 Ѫ 䛨桭㷒桭捁冉䡓㞴Ѭ㬚㶳㯑㡵⛅⑇Ѭ⁗⅏峩桭㷒Ҿ
懀⊷⅏峩 Ѫ ⊷桭㞴䛨桭㷒桭⩅懆⎢ 9 㞴Ѭ卜⑇⇎㳔⊷桭Ҿ
㳖㮋宊姚㞀Ѭ㢞䚕☳㌻卹⋨⁈〟ご䏛ὲ廩埇僠Ҿ䎤枤㳔╉㔙婯䟶ご
䏛埇僠╡副⵿䘢⧵㎈槐⇗〩憒㎂㕿ⴥѬ⵿⋨憤妾帒帞䟶⡐㚨Ѭ⁗ℵ憤
䏛帹帹䀂䟶╡㑳俾⋿⎛䚚Ҿ呗嫳慲⡐㈚䟶卼実∋Ѭ尽䚚慆⡐◾㚨核乭
代Ѭ㎈凡乭挹幮㳖䚕☳䟶桨⚠⚸Ҿ⁈Ↄ╡⁗㏼憋䮠䚕☳䚚 䘢⧵⳻⋚⡐
㚨Ҿ

䚔☳嬁㦮
䚔☳⣽埑Ѫ*5%)
榿ⴌ桭⩅ Ѫ '&9$
榿ⴌ␑䓹 Ѫ :
桭㷒捁 Ѫ P$K 摢桭㷒
㡲⪙捁 Ѫ ⧃匒䙨Ѭ 㵝Ⓓ
䚔☳ⶬ Ѫ 曩 [ 汊 [ ⵞ  㵝䷥ 憕匒㣡ⶬ

尽宊摶ώ⎉䚔☳帹㜋
⣽埑 

Ԇ

㯑思佚埑 

Ԇ

伅搩⚸╿䮣 

Ԇ

幮帩㝗㢑 

Ԇ

㢞䚔☳㜩㚫憤ᾟѬ⫴␑副㡻㎲㡦㚫Ѭ㇇╘妾憌䥗Ѭ⫴㡻䜃⛁Ѭ尽卹ⴔ㎨㡿ᾟㄵ凡
仓Ѭℱ᾽埇Ѭ㛞尽┑屄Ҿ
尞㞀㡪⋙⁗呣㛹䎺㢞䈬䀈 

䡪李䚔☳䟶嬁㦮Ѭ╡副㡵⡒抿㏫㲓㎈ⵘ栍䚚⢢⒲䟶桭⩅⽠䛢兾㡻㎲╾Ҿ

7RRO%R[&XVWRPHU6HUYLFH&HQWUHⴔ㎨㡿ᾟㄵ Ѫ
)'&+%XLOGLQJ.DL&KHXQJ5RDG.RZORRQ%D\+RQJ.RQJ
欋㾡῏烿䇕⛑䫗懅  埑⪙㝾妾核⢊⪙┘  㮅
&XVWRPHU6HUYLFH+RWOLQHⴔ㎨㡿䌣佌 Ѫ  
6HUYLFH(PDLO桭执⢢⢲ Ѫ VHUYLFH#JLOPDQJURXSFRP
3OHDVHUHJLVWHUQRZDW尽ⓥὼ伤䟭宊 Ѫ ZZZWRROER[KN
:HEVLWH伤⢲ ZZZJLOPDQJURXSFRP
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